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RT @VARCENigeria: You are welcome to today #endfgm tweeter
conference @endcuttinggirls,@cydi2k
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Soyebo Busayo Bowale @BowaleSoyebo

RT @VARCENigeria: 40.It was not stated anywhere in Quran that
girl’s child should be mutilated #endcuttinggirls,
@muftimenk,@UNICEF_Nigeria…
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RT @VARCENigeria: 42. FGM practice should also be part of the
message in churches and mosques, strategic way of #endcuttinggirls
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couples when they come for counseling.
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mosques, strategic way of #endcuttinggirls

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010

RT @VARCENigeria: 27. Some of dem might b willing 2 share their
experiences & educate others of wat dey are going
through.#endcuttinggirls,…

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010

RT @VARCENigeria: 26.Discussing FGM with them will be of
immense benefit.
#endcuttinggirls,@muftimenk,@endcuttinggirls,@cydi2k,@UNICEF_Nige…
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RT @VARCENigeria: 25. Fortunately, majority of these groups have
more females than their male
counterpart.#endcuttinggirls,@endcuttinggirls…
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RT @VARCENigeria: 24.Muslim hav denominations/ prayer groups
dat meet on Sundays.Dis is another avenue 2discuss
FGM.#endcuttinggirls,@endcu…

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010

RT @VARCENigeria: 22. Making Friday sermons be based on FGM
would give it more importance, and a wider
reach.#endcuttinggirls,@endcuttinggi…

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010

RT @VARCENigeria: 20. Muslims gather at least five times a day, and
this is an avenue to discuss FGM on daily
basis.#endcuttinggirls,@endcu…

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010

RT @VARCENigeria: 19.Message of Endfgm should be included in
the church youth conventions and all other church programmes
#endcuttinggirls…

Adeola Dokun @henfes2010

RT @VARCENigeria: 18.D message of Endfgm should also be
included in marriage counseling for intending couples in churches
#endcuttinggirls,…
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holy book where it was against FGM/C (Genesis 12-17)
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other religious gathering.
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RT @VARCENigeria: 34.This will serve as reminders to young/new
parents and not to mutilate their girl child.
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RT @VARCENigeria: 32. New couples should be discouraged to
mutilate their girl child when they have one.
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